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Abstract This paper addresses the problem of generating synthetic test cases for
experimentation in linear and mixed integer programming. We propose a generation framework to shift instance generation and search processes to an alternative encoded space. The framework is applied to produce a generator for feasible
bounded linear programming instances with controllable properties. We show that
this method is capable of generating any feasible bounded linear program, and
that random generation and search algorithms in this framework generate only
instances with this property.
Our results demonstrate that controlled random generation and instance space
search using this method achieves feature diversity more effectively than using a
direct representation. Furthermore, local search algorithms in the encoded space
are able to increase the difficulty of generated instances for linear programming
algorithms. This research opens further questions as to the suitability of various
search algorithms for targeted instance design, convergence of search algorithms
in instance space, and appropriate predictive features for LP and MIP algorithm
performance.
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1 Introduction
The success of empirical methods for algorithm analysis in optimisation, as in
many other fields, is highly dependent on the quality of test instances available.
Researchers draw conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses of algorithms
based on these test instances, and we must ensure they are unbiased, representative, and diverse in their measurable features or properties. Many benchmark
test instances are not suitable for this purpose, since they are often based on a
limited set of real-world problems, or have been inherited from earlier studies that
may now be obsolete [1, 2]. MIPLIB [3] is a good example of a collection of test
instances for mixed integer programming (MIP) problems that are refreshed periodically, acknowledging that the difficulty of test instances needs to keep pace
with advances in algorithm development. The approach for augmenting and updating MIPLIB however is to call for submissions of interesting, challenging and
real-world test instances, without necessarily aiming to ensure that these instances
are as diverse as possible in a way that support insights into algorithm strengths
and weaknesses.
Synthetic test instance generators provide an alternative source of data for
experimentation in optimisation, however their design must be carefully considered. It is well known that simple random generation approaches tend to produce
instances which have predictable characteristics [4], and are not very diverse in
measured features [5, 6]. Experimental hypothesis testing requires data where test
parameters are appropriately varied and other influences are randomised [1, 7, 8].
Consequently, Hooker [9] advocated for the use of highly parameterised generators
to produce appropriately controlled data for experimentation.
For various combinatorial optimisation problems - quadratic assignment [10],
multidimensional knapsack [11], graph colouring [12] and boolean satisfiability [4]
- there has been significant attention paid to producing controllable instance generators. Each of these studies has shown that careful generator design is absolutely
necessary for experimental results to be valid and generalisable [6]. It is somewhat
surprising then that the same attention has not yet been paid to producing new
test instances for mixed integer programming, especially given the recent efforts
to develop portfolio based and automatically configured MIP solvers [13, 14], and
the need for representative test instances in the tuning of such strategies [15, 16].
Success in this area reinforces the usefulness of generating test data with controlled
variation of all features of interest.
Existing generators for linear and integer programming instances may not be
general enough for experimentation in MIP. The NETGEN generator [17], and
its successor MNETGEN, produce parameterised linear programming (LP) instances, but is targeted specifically at multicommodity flow, transport and assignment problems. The parameters used are thus appropriate to the underlying
network, not the LP feasible set or solution. Pilcher and Rardin [18] define a generator for pure integer programming problems with a known partial polytope by
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introducing random cuts. However, the implementation is restricted to traveling
salesman problems and does not consider the relaxation solution or structural features explicitly. Without the ability to vary features of interest, the utility of these
generators for experimentation would be limited to specific problem domains.
It is not always easy to control a generator to produce instances with varying
properties of interest. Certainly, some properties can usually be explicitly controlled through the generation process, such as the density of a graph. Other
properties will be harder to control explicitly, but can be attained through an iterative search process that successively modifies an instance until it achieves the
desired properties [5]. While such instance space search techniques are generally
more computationally intensive than random generators, they do provide a reliable
method for producing instances with specific target characteristics.
The most common search methods in use for this application are evolutionary
algorithms. Chakraborty and Choudhury [19] and Cotta and Moscato [20] applied
this approach to perform statistical average- and worst- case analysis of algorithm
performance. More recent work has focused on improving the spectrum of instance
hardness [21] and diversity of measured features [5, 22]. The success of such work in
combinatorial optimisation opens up questions on the use of similar approaches for
LP and MIP, adopting a wider range of search algorithms for obtaining difficultto-design instances, and considering how to best construct the search space for
efficient performance.
This paper thus focuses on developing new instance generation techniques for
linear and mixed integer programming test instances with controllable properties.
We present a framework which allows only feasible, bounded LP instances to be
generated, while controlling properties of the constraint structure and optimal
solution. The addition of integrality constraints makes the results appropriate
for use in feature-based models for MIP algorithm performance. Guaranteeing
feasibility and boundedness of the linear programming relaxation ensures relatively
trivial instances which do not challenge MIP solver components are not generated.
The framework also incorporates methods for using iterative search approaches to
find instances which are difficult to design or rarely produced by the generator.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we describe
the LP and MIP features that we wish to control, and the framework for how we
control the generation of instances is presented in Section 3. Since the framework
involves generating instances in a parameterised space before mapping to the LP
space, we describe these two main steps in Sections 4 and 5.1. We then describe
how local search can be used to improve the diversity of the generated instances in
Section 5.2. Results for random generation and search are presented in Section 6.1
for feature space, and Section 6.2 for LP and MIP algorithm performance space,
before conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 Linear Programming Metadata
We focus initially on LP instance generation in this work for several reasons.
Firstly, solving LP relaxations can become a bottleneck for solving MIP problems
as the size of models increases [23]. Indeed, there are examples in the MIPLIB2010
test set [3] for which the LP relaxation takes a long time to solve. Furthermore,
each branching step requires re-optimisation of the LP with additional constraints,
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which can take a significant amount of time in some cases. Designing LP instances
for which the re-optimisation task is difficult is likely to produce MIP cases which
are computationally expensive to solve. Secondly, features of the LP relaxation
optimal solution are commonly used in building models for algorithm selection.
For example, Hutter et al. [14] use measures of relaxation solution fractionality to
predict algorithm runtime, Khalil et al. [24] use integrality slack distances to select
branching variables, and Liberto et al. [25] use measures of active constraints to
select heuristics. Thirdly, restricting generation and search to only produce feasible, bounded LP instances refines our search space, preventing trivial cases from
being produced which are not likely to be informative of MIP solver performance.
The LP generator produces instances in canonical form:
max cT x
s.t. Ax ≤ b
x≥0

(1)

where A ∈ R m×n , b ∈ R m and c ∈ R n .
We will also consider the primal problem and its dual in standard equality
form for the purposes of specifying instance data:
max cT x
s.t. Ax + s = b
x ≥ 0, s ≥ 0

(2)

min bT y
s.t. AT y − r = c
y ≥ 0, r ≥ 0

(3)

Throughout the paper we will consider an optimal solution of a linear programming problem instance to be a complete specification (x̂, ŝ, ŷ, r̂) of an optimal
solution.
Table 1 provides features we consider for measuring properties of linear programming instances. Features used in this work have been previously used for
performance prediction in MIP [14], combinatorial auctions [26] and set covering
[27]. Note that the variable constraint graph (VC) is a bipartite graph where an
edge exists between variable node i and constraint node j only if aij 6= 0.
To measure the computational effort required to solve the generated LPs, and
their potential effect on difficulty of any resulting MIPs, we measure solver performance at the root node and for node re-optimisation after branching. The COIN
LP solver is used to test primal simplex, dual simplex and barrier algorithms
solving the generated root LP. For re-optimisation, each generated LP instance is
converted to a pure integer program by adding integrality constraints to all variables. SCIP [28] with the SoPlex primal-dual LP solver is run to solve the root
node and carry out full strong branching. The statistics collected from full strong
branching measures the number of simplex iterations required to re-optimise all
possible branch relaxations from the root node. Table 2 provides the algorithms
and metrics considered.
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Relaxation Features
Number of binding constraints at the LP optimum
Number of fractional primal variables at the LP optimum
Integer slack vector (minimum Manhattan distance of optimal point to an integral point)
Variable Constraint Graph Features
Degree sequence of variable nodes in VC (min/mean/max/stddev)
Degree sequence of constraint nodes in VC (min/mean/max/stddev)
Coefficient Value Features
Coefficient statistics {aij | aij 6= 0} (min/mean/max/stdev)
Right hand side statistics {bj }
Objective coefficient statistics {ci }
a
Row-normalised coefficient statistics { bij | bj 6= 0} (min/mean/max/stdev)
j

Column-normalised coefficient statistics {

aij
ci

| ci 6= 0} (min/mean/max/stdev)
b

Constraint degree-normalised rhs statistics { uj } (min/mean/max/stdev)
j
Variable degree-normalised objective statistics { vci } (min/mean/max/stdev)
i

Table 1: Linear programming features.
Algorithm
Primal simplex
Dual simplex
Barrier
Simplex re-optimisation

Metric
Number of iterations to solve LP
Number of iterations to solve LP
Number of floating point operations to solve LP
Number of iterations to re-optimise per branch variable of IP

Table 2: LP algorithm performance metrics.

Constructor

LC

LP

Π

Mapped
Search

Fig. 1: Constructor mapping shifting an instance generation and search problem
to an encoded representation.

3 Generation Framework
In this section we present a general framework for controlled random generation
and targeted search in a restricted instance space. In particular we aim to combine the theoretical ideals of efficiently generating instances with known solutions
[29] and explicitly controlling decision properties such as feasibility [4], with experimental ideals of varying structural features relevant to a given experiment
[8, 11]. The framework allows the generation method to be extended with search
techniques to find instances with target characteristics [5, 21].
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Application of the framework to a new problem class requires defining an alternative encoding for instances of that class and a construction algorithm to
produce instances from the encoded form. A parameterised random generation
strategy generates encoded instances while varying appropriate features, while
neighbourhood operators make modifications in the encoding space as part of
search processes. The instance generation and search problem is thereby shifted
into the encoded space, and the constructor algorithm maps the results onto the
target problem class (see figure 1). In general we aim to guarantee that generation
algorithms are correct, in that they produce only instances from the target class,
and complete in that any instance in the target class can be produced.
In this case the constructor maps an encoded form for LPs to the class of
feasible, bounded LP instances such that their optimal solution is known. The
construction process is efficient since LP requires only a linear sized optimality
proof. Introducing this mapping produces much simpler conditions to satisfy feasibility and boundedness compared to a direct representation of the LP data. The
resulting random generation algorithms and search operators do not produce instances outside the target class, potentially improving the efficiency of instance
generation.
Problem space Let Π be an optimisation problem, P be a subclass of Π over
which algorithm performance is to be studied, A be a portfolio of algorithms,
F be a feature set which applies to P . A test case generator for P is required
to output, nondeterministically, instances of P according to some distribution.
The generator should be capable of producing any instance of P , although not
necessarily with equal probability.
In this paper, we develop a test case generator for feasible, bounded linear
programs, as a subclass of linear programs in general.
Instance language encoding Let Σ be a finite alphabet of symbols, and the language Σ ∗ be the set of all finite length strings of the symbols in Σ. All instances
of Π have an encoding as a string e ∈ Σ ∗ . Now define an acceptor Γ which, given
a string e ∈ Σ ∗ , returns whether e represents a valid instance of P . P is then
formally defined as a language LP ⊂ Σ ∗ for which Γ responds ‘yes’ to the decision
problem “is e a member of P ?” for all e in LP (alternatively Γ (e) = 1 ∀ e ∈ LP ).
The generator for P is required to output strings in LP according to some distribution.
Linear programming instances are encoded over the real numbers (Σ) as a
tuple e = (A, b, c) ∈ Σ ∗ . The rational numbers can be considered a finite alphabet
for the purposes of computation, as they are encoded as bit strings of finite length.
The acceptor Γ must then be an algorithm for which Γ (e) = 1 when e represents
a feasible, bounded linear program (has an optimal solution) and 0 otherwise.
In this way the acceptor defines LP to be the set of all feasible, bounded linear
programming instances.
Intermediate language When the decision-making process of Γ is complex (requires some algorithm), it will become useful to split the generator into two components. We first define an intermediate language LC . The constructor C accepts
strings in LC as input, and outputs only strings in LP . The construction process
is deterministic. This approach has the effect of restricting the instances produced
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Fig. 2: Constructor implementation for random generation and search operators.

to precisely those required to represent the subclass P . The generator G nondeterministically outputs strings in LC to be used by the constructor.
The intermediate language LC applied in this generator encodes a linear programming instance as a tuple (A, α, β), where A matches its definition in LP and
α, β together encode a complete optimal primal-dual solution to the instance. The
generator produces constraint matrices paired with an optimal solution, while the
constructor recovers a linear program with the given constraint matrix for which
the generated solution is optimal.
As well as solution information, strings in LC can include parameters to aid in
designing instances with required feature values. This approach guides the design of
the generator in terms of the feature set, supporting experimental design protocols.
A generator should have the ability to generate instances conforming to a target
distribution of output features as required by a given experiment.
Instance space search The intermediate language also supports design of search
algorithms in the problem space. As shown in figure 2, any neighbourhood operator
to be applied in searching the problem space should produce strings in LC . This
guarantees that the operator, like the generator, produces strings in LP after
construction. Appropriate choice of LC makes it easier to design neighbourhood
operators which do not violate the conditions of the subclass LP , obviating the
need to apply repair heuristics which may introduce bias.
To search the space of feasible linear programs, a neighbourhood (or metaheuristic) search operator would modify (A, α, β) in LC . The constructor then
guarantees that the new instances returned are feasible and bounded. Applying
search operators instead to the direct encoding (A, b, c) has the potential to create
infeasible or unbounded instances.
Search criteria For a given experiment or exploratory study, one may define measures for the sufficiency of the instance set in terms of algorithm performance
and feature distributions. A search algorithm, using neighbourhood operators as
explained above, optimises the sufficiency metric by generating new instances.
Figure 3 gives an iterative framework for updating the instance set using search
results in order to meet the sufficiency requirement.
It is possible that a random generation approach may need search extensions
to completely represent a feature space. For an instance set which does not cover
the full feature range the objective should favour instances which increase feature
diversity. Previous work has used minimisation of distance to target points in
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Problem Space
x ∈ P
Random Generator
G(P )
Instance Set
x ∈ I ⊂ P

Algorithm
Space A

Feature
Space F

Performance
Space Y

f (I) ∈ R n

Search G(P , y)
max
s.t.

λ(y(I))
I⊂P

Search G(P , f )
max
s.t.

γ(f (I))
I⊂P

y(I) ∈ R m

Insufficient
Performance
Diversity?

Insufficient
Feature
Diversity?

Fig. 3: Optimisation framework for random generation and search to improve test
set diversity.

feature space [5] and measures of instance contribution to feature diversity [22] as
objectives.
For an instance set which does not contain enough hard instances, or enough instances which are discriminating of algorithm performance, the objective function
may be based on performance metrics. This approach has been applied previously
for TSP [21]. We note that, under the assumption that instance features explain
algorithm performance, a lack of performance diversity indicates that the current
feature set is insufficient. The main application of this type of search then should
be to produce instances which elicit different algorithm performance characteristics in order to develop new features. As with real world data sets, choosing
experimental data based on performance of current algorithms is likely to lead to
bias, so we note that such an approach should be specific to exploratory analysis.

4 Linear Programming Constructor
As in section 3, Π is the class of all linear programs, and P is the set of all
feasible, bounded linear programs. Strings (A, b, c) in the language Σ ∗ define linear
programs in canonical form. The language LP is then the subset of strings for which
an optimal solution can be found for the corresponding instance.
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Feasibility cannot be determined directly from the string (A, b, c). To define the
class, we require an acceptor which solves the given linear program, responding
‘yes’ if it terminates at an optimal point (as opposed to proof of infeasibility or
unboundedness). Therefore a simple generation routine with LC = LP is unlikely
to suffice for this application. Instead, we define a new encoding of the linear
program, which stores the constraint coefficients along with a complete optimal
solution. The constructor processes this alternative encoding to produce a feasible,
bounded linear program.
The encoding stores the constraint matrix A of the primal canonical form
problem given in equation (1). An optimal basic feasible solution is encoded using a basis B for the primal problem and its complement N for the dual. The
constructor input language enforces that only those primal problem variables in
B, and dual problem variables in N are non-zero, ensuring the complementarity
relation is always satisfied. Ensuring feasibility of the given solution is then the
only requirement to design an instance for which it is optimal.
The intermediate language LC for the constructor is the set of all tuples
(n, m, A, α, β) which satisfy
n, m ∈ N
A ∈ R m×n
α ∈ R m+n α
Pi ≥ 0
β ∈ B m+n
βi = m.

(4)

Membership of LC is easy to determine using equation (4). Given an input in LC ,
the constructor will return a feasible, bounded linear program with n variables
and m constraints in canonical form (A, b, c).
Algorithm 1 Constructor for feasible, bounded linear programs.
Require: (n, m, A, α, β) ∈ LC
1: for i = 1 . . . n do
2:
x̂i ← βi αi
3:
r̂i ← (1 − βi )αi
4: end for
5: for j = 1 . . . m do
6:
ŷj ← (1 − βj+n )αj+n
7:
ŝj ← βj+n αj+n
8: end for
9: b ← Ax̂ + Im ŝ
10: c ← AT ŷ − In r̂
11: return (A, b, c) linear program in canonical form

Proposition 1 Outputs of the constructor are feasible, bounded linear programs
with optimal basic feasible solution (x̂, ŝ) for the primal and (ŷ, r̂) for the dual
problem.
Proof Consider the equality form of the primal problem P given in equation (2),
and the corresponding equality form of the dual problem D given in equation (3).
Non-negativity constraints for (x̂, ŝ) and (ŷ, r̂) are satisfied since α is non-negative.
(x̂, ŝ) is feasible to P , by definition of b and (ŷ, r̂) is feasible to D, by definition of
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c in algorithm 1. Both P and D are therefore feasible. It follows from weak duality
that both are bounded. Since the primal problem is feasible and bounded, it has
at least one basic feasible solution which is optimal.
P
(x̂, ŝ) is a basic feasible solution to P since
β = m and (x̂, ŝ) are nonzero
only for βi = 1. Similarly for D. Furthermore, (x̂, ŝ) and (ŷ, r̂) satisfy the complementary slackness conditions, since
xi ri = βi (1 − βi )αi2 = 0

∀i = 1...n

2
sj yj = βj+n (1 − βj+n )αj+n
=0

∀j = 1...m

It follows from strong duality that (x̂, ŝ) and (ŷ, r̂) are optimal basic feasible solutions to P and D respectively.
Proposition 2 Any feasible, bounded linear program has at least one encoding in
LC .
Proof Any feasible, bounded LP instance in standard form (equation (2)) P has
at least one optimal basic feasible solution, defined by the basis B containing m
elements. Solving such an instance using the simplex algorithm recovers an optimal
basis B, along with the primal and dual solution information (x, y, r, s). Define β
such that βi = 0 for all i ∈ B and 0 otherwise. Generate α using the following
algorithm:
for i = 1 . . . n do
if i ∈ B then αi := x̂i else αi := r̂i end if
end for
for j = 1 . . . m do
if j + n ∈ B then αj+n := ŝj else αj+n := ŷj end if
end for
Given that a basis of solution contains m
P elements, and basic feasible solutions
must be non-negative, we have α ≥ 0 and β = m. The matrix A is not changed in
the encoded form. Therefore e = (n, m, A, α, β) defines an encoded linear program
in LC , for which P = C(e). Therefore any feasible, bounded linear program P
has a corresponding encoding in LC and is produced by the constructor given
appropriate inputs satisfying equation (4).
Proposition 1 implies that algorithm 1 is correct in that all linear programs
produced by the constructor are feasible and bounded. Proposition 2 implies that
algorithm 1 is complete in that any feasible, bounded linear program has an equivalent set of constructor inputs which will produce it. It follows that LC is a complete representation of LP , with feasibility and boundedness enforced by simple
conditions on the string (n, m, A, α, β). Therefore a generating machine which can
output any string in LC creates a generator for all of P .
The constructor is guaranteed to produce a unique output instance for a given
encoded input. However, the map is not one-to-one with respect to the set of feasible, bounded LPs encoded in the form (A, b, c). Any instance with multiple optimal
bases for the primal or dual problem will have multiple encodings. This can occur
where there exist feasible entering and leaving variables from the optimal basis, or
when the solution basis specified in the encoding corresponds to a singular submatrix of constraints. As a result a generation algorithm which produces uniformly
random encoded strings may favour instances with multiple representations.
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5 Generation of Encoded Instances
5.1 Random Generator
The generator algorithm produces strings (n, m, A, α, β) ∈ LC . Appropriate parameters are given to control desired features within the randomisation scheme.
After specifying the problem size, the remaining parameters are size-independent,
intended to capture instance structure.
The generation process is carried out in two stages. The first is concerned with
generating the optimal solution for the constructed instance, including primal and
dual solution values, primal constraint slacks and dual constraint surpluses. The
generator outputs α, β vectors which define a valid, complete primal-dual solution
in the form required by the constructor. The number of primal and slack basic
variables, number of binding constraints, number of fractional primal solution
values and degree of fractionality of the optimal solution are controlled by input
parameters.
Algorithm 2 constructs a basic variable set for the optimal solution containing
the required number of primal and slack variables. The number of primal and
slack variables is controlled by the basis ratio parameter γ. Slack variable values
are chosen from a parameterised log-normal distribution, hence they are strictly
non-negative. Primal variable values are chosen from a parameterised log-normal
distribution and rounded to the nearest integer. A subset of primal variables are
chosen to take on fractional values at the optimum. For each of these, a value in
[0, 1] is subtracted from the integral value. These fractional components are drawn
from a parameterised symmetric beta distribution to control the distance from the
optimal point to its simply rounded point.
The second stage generates the constraint matrix A. Considering the sparsity
pattern of A to be represented by the variable-constraint graph V C, a degree
sequence for both the variable and constraint nodes is first generated. Each degree
sequence must sum to the same total number of edges (determined by density)
in order to be valid. Algorithm 3 constructs degree sequences by increasing the
degree of one variable and one constraint node at each step. The next node is
chosen based on the current degree sequence, where weighting parameters pv , pc
alter the choice from completely random (producing uniform degree) to highest
degree priority (producing maximum degree of one node before moving on to
others). Once the input degree sequences are constructed, edges are assigned with
probability given by their respective end nodes to achieve the required sequences.
Any unconnected nodes remaining after this process are connected to prevent the
algorithm producing empty constraints or unbounded variables. Nonzero values in
the constraint matrix are then drawn from a log-normal distribution.
Given the choice of primal and slack variable indices in algorithm 2, where
k = [γ min(n, m)], we have 0 ≤ k ≤ n and 0 ≤ m − k ≤ m as 0 ≤ k ≤ m, so choice
without replacement
P is valid. Furthermore, given the binary choice of values in β,
β ∈ B n+m and n+m
i=1 βi = |Popt | + |Sopt | = k + (m − k) = m as required by the
constructor input language LC .
Elements of {αi | i ≤ n} are first drawn from dX1 e ∈ [1, ∞), since the lognormal distribution is strictly positive and values are rounded up. For all {αi |
i ∈ Pf rac }, values drawn from X2 ∈ [0, 1] are subtracted, which maintains αi ≥ 0.
Elements of {αi | i > n} are drawn from X3 ∈ (0, ∞), which also gives αi > 0.
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Algorithm 2 Solution generator.
Require: n ∈ [1, ∞], m ∈ [1, ∞], γ ∈ [0, 1], λ ∈ [0, 1], a ∈ (0, ∞), µp ∈ (−∞, ∞), σp ∈ (0, ∞),
µs ∈ (−∞, ∞), σs ∈ (0, ∞)
1: X1 ∼ LogNormal(µp , σp ),
2: X2 ∼ Beta(a, a),
3: X3 ∼ LogNormal(µs , σs ).
4: k ← [γ min(n, m)]
5: Popt ← Choose k indices from {1 . . . n} without replacement.
6: Sopt ← Choose m − k indices from {1 . . . m} without replacement.
7: Pf rac ← Choose [λn] indices from {1 . . . n} without replacement.
8: for i = 1 . . . n do
9:
if i ∈ Popt then βi := 1 else βi := 0 end if
10:
if i ∈ Pf rac then αi := dX1 e − X2 else αi := dX1 e end if
11: end for
12: for j = 1 . . . m do
13:
if i ∈ Sopt then βn+j := 1 else βn+j := 0 end if
14:
αn+j := X3
15: end for
16: return (α, β)

Algorithm 3 Constraint generator.
Require: n ∈ [1, ∞], m ∈ [1, ∞], ρ ∈ (0, 1], x̂, ŷ, pv ∈ [0, 1], pc ∈ [0, 1], µA ∈ (−∞, ∞)
σA ∈ (0, ∞)
1: while |E(V C)| < ρmn do
2:
Increment the degree of variable node i with maximum Ppvv vi + U (0, 1)
i

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Increment the degree of constraint node j with maximum

i

Ppc
j uj

uj + U (0, 1)

end while
for i = 1 . . . n do
for j = 1 . . . m do
vi uj
Add edge (i, j) to V C with probability |E(V
C)|
end for
end for
while min(vi , uj ) = 0 do
Choose i from variable vertices with degree 0, or randomly if all vi > 0
Choose j from constraint vertices with degree 0, or randomly if all uj > 0
Add edge (i, j) to V C
end while
for (i, j) ∈ E(V C) do
aji := N (µA , σA )
end for
return A

Therefore α ≥ 0 as required by LC . Solution pairs (α, β) produced by the generator
satisfy the input language constraints. Including the constraint matrix generated
by algorithm 3, gives a string (A, α, β) ∈ LC , so the generator algorithm is correct.
As above, E [|Popt |] = γ min(n, m) and E [|Sopt |] = m − γ min(n, m). All nonbasic primal variables are zero, so fractional primal (optimal) variables are the
subset of basic variables for which αi is fractional. This is controlled by the parameter λ, so E [I] = λE [|Popt |] = λγ min(n, m).
Fractional components for each fractional primal variable are drawn from a
symmetric beta distribution with parameter a. This symmetric beta distribution is
uniform for a = 1, centrally skewed for a > 1, and edge-skewed for a < 1. Fractional
values are subtracted from the base integer values, so calculating the average
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fractional component requires splitting the distribution in half (since F is the
Manhattan distance to the simply rounded point). The distribution is symmetric
about 0.5, so
E [|αi − [αi ]|] = E [x ∼ Beta(a, a) | x < 0.5]
Using the probability density function and definition of the partial beta function, the mean fractionality as a function of the parameter a for the symmetric
beta distribution is calculated as:
Z 0.5
1
1
E [|αi − [αi ]|] =
x f (x; p, q) dx
B(p, q) 0.5
Z 0.50
2
=
xa (1 − x)a−1 dx
B(a, a) 0
B(0.5; a + 1, a)
=2
B(a, a)
Finally, we have
E [F ] = E [I] E [|αi − [αi ]|]
B(0.5; a + 1, a)
= 2λγ min(n, m)
B(a, a)
where B(p, q) is the beta function and B(x; p, q) is the incomplete beta function.
With each of these features altered by the generator input parameters, the
generator has some capability to produce a given distribution of features by distributing parameter values appropriately in the generation scheme. The relations
derived in this section are useful for this purpose. For example, density and basis
ratio are linearly dependent on relevant generator parameters. Therefore a uniform
generator would produce instances by selecting those parameters from uniformly
independent distributions in the given ranges. Number of fractional variables is the
combined result of basis ratio and integrality violations, so has joint quadratic dependence on input parameters. The mean fractionality feature has a more complex
variation, however approximately uniform variation can be achieved experimentally by selecting parameter values from a log-normal distribution.

5.2 Local Search
While a well defined generator is theoretically capable of producing any instance in
the defined search space, some instance classes are less likely to appear than others.
Specifically, some instance feature values are highly correlated, and performance
criteria are not addressed at all. As a result the test set will likely not be balanced
across all feature ranges, and some feature values are likely to be missing entirely,
as they appear with a very low probability. Search methods may be advantageous
in addressing this deficiency.
Search is carried out in the LC encoded space. Strings manipulated by the
local search operators are passed to the constructor to produce new instances.
An instance space search operator takes a string in LC and returns a randomly
modified string in LC . Search operators should therefore maintain the invariants
given in the constructor input conditions in order to ensure generated neighbours
are members of LP .
Consider the following collection of neighbourhood operators:
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Swap an element in β
Scale an element in α by λ ∈ R +
Remove a non-zero element aij
Add a non-zero element aij
Scale an element aij

P
Operator 1 only swaps the 0/1 elements of β, maintaining the invariant
β=
m. Operator 2 scales solution values by a positive multiplier, so will not violate the
condition that α ≥ 0. Operators 3-5 manipulate entries in the constraint matrix,
which has no restriction. This set of operators is therefore correct, in that the
conditions of LC required to produce feasible linear programming instances are
never violated.
Clearly, with a finite number of applications of operator 1, a binary string
β can be transformed into a binary string β 0 with the same number of ones.
Similarly, scaling values in α by operator 2 and manipulating A by operators 3-5
can transform any (A, α) to an alternative (A0 , α0 ). Therefore any I 0 = (A0 , α0 , β 0 ),
can be reached from any I = (A, α, β) in a finite number of steps of the above
operators. The set of operators is therefore complete with respect to fixed size
instances. A search algorithm using these neighbourhood operators is therefore
capable of traversing the entire space, given enough time, and is guaranteed not
to produce infeasible or unbounded LP relaxations.

6 Results
This section compares results using the constructor generation approach with a
simple random generation method producing LP data directly. Random generation and search algorithms are applied to achieve diversity in feature values and
performance characteristics for the generated instances.
Generation and search is implemented in Python 3.5.2, with a C++ extension
using the Coin LP callable library to facilitate feature computation. The pseudorandom number generator included with the numpy library (version 1.12.1) for
python is used wherever random values or search decisions are made. Generation,
feature search and performance search results are reproducible for a given (32
bit) seed value for the numpy random generator. Coin LP 1.16.10 is used to test
primal simplex, dual simplex and barrier solvers on generated instances. SCIP 3.2.1
with SoPlex 2.2.1 as the LP solver is used for re-optimisation tests. Computations
are run on an Ubuntu 16.04 virtual machine with 4 virtual cores and 8GB virtual
memory. The code required to reproduce the experiments in this section is available
from the Zenodo repository at doi:10.5281/zenodo.556009 [30].

6.1 Feature Space
The full feature set presented in Table 1 contains some properties of LPs that
can be controlled directly in the generation process, and others that will need to
be addressed through search mechanisms. We demonstrate the application of the
initial generator by producing a diverse set of instances where feature distributions
are independently varied across their maximum ranges. In particular, we vary the
number of variables and constraints, number of binding constraints, number of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: Generated instances using solution construction and simple random generation. The simple random instances are shown only for spaces where their distributions differs from the constructor method.

primal variables with fractional values at the optimal point, total fractionality
(Manhattan distance of the integer slack vector), constraint coefficient density
and variable/constraint degree statistics. Size-independent parameter distributions
used to vary instance features are given in table 3.
We note that the results shown in figure 4 are just one example of a feature
distribution which could be achieved. Altering the parameter input distributions
changes the output feature distributions, producing varying results when required
for a particular experiment. The approach for generating constraints can likely be
further varied by introducing alternative graph structure generation approaches
to that applied in algorithm 3.
We also build a simple random generator for comparison with the construction approach. This process uses the same algorithm to build constraint coefficient
matrices, but randomly generates coefficients for the constraint bounds b and objective coefficients c instead of specifying an optimal solution. Mean and standard
deviation values for b and c elements are chosen uniformly at random within the
ranges we observe in the outputs of the constructor generator. Identical parameters are used in generation of the constraint matrix in each case. Only feasible and
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Parameter
Density ρ
High degree variables pv
High degree constraints pc
Coefficient Mean µA
Coefficient StDev σA
Primal vs slack basis γ
Fractional primals λ
Beta fractionality a

Value/Distribution
U (0.1, 1)
U (0, 1)
U (0, 1)
U (−2, 2)
U (0.1, 10)
U (0, 1)
U (0.1, 1.0)
LN (−0.2, 1.8)

Table 3: Generator parameters used in experiment.

bounded instances generated using this method ( 40% of instances) are shown in
the resulting plots.
Figures 4a and 4b show features of the constraint matrix which are explicitly
varied. Results from the simple random approach are not shown, as the constraint
matrix generation parameters are identical between the two methods. Degree distributions vary maximum values for variables and constraints within the bounds
set by the bipartite graph edge density. Density is uniformly distributed in accordance with the input parameter. The construction of degree sequences is able
to produce instances with high maximum variable degree and uniform constraint
degree, and vice versa.
Figure 4c shows a relaxation solution feature space, indicating the trade-off
between number of binding constraints and fractionality measures. The parameter
controlling the ratio of primal and slack variables in the optimal basis is chosen
uniformly, resulting in a uniform distribution of the number of binding constraints.
Given that the size of the basis is fixed, the number of nonzero primal variables
is also uniformly distributed. This sets an upper limit on the number of fractional
variables which in turn bounds the total fractionality of the problem. As expected,
instances generated using the simple random approach show very little variation
in relaxation features. The constructor generator approach achieves significantly
more diversity in the relaxation space, as it is able to directly parameterise the
required features and vary them across their maximum relative ranges.
Figure 4d shows a coefficient statistic feature space, plotting the mean value
of objective coefficients and constraint bounds. Both axes are normalised by the
mean absolute value of constraint coefficients, to avoid easily producing instances
with very large feature values simply by scaling the entire problem by a positive
constant. While the constructor method captures most of the variation possible in
these relaxation feature values, it introduces a correlation between values in the
constraint upper bounds and objective coefficients. It is clear that the correlation
is produced by the constructor given the calculation of b and c in algorithm 1. The
simple random generator achieves more diversity in this space, however it also very
rarely produces instances in the upper left quadrant of figure 4d, where constraint
upper bounds are negative and objective coefficients are positive. Given the form
of the primal problem (equation (1)), in this region the trivial solution is likely to
be infeasible for both the primal and the dual. Search methods can be applied in
the encoded and direct space to test whether it is possible to generate instances
in this region using either representation.
Neighbourhood operators for local search are specified in section 5. For search
in the direct representational space, the same operators are applied to the con-
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(b) Search in direct representation space.

Fig. 5: New instances generated by searching from random start locations towards
the top left quadrant of objective/bound coefficient feature space.

(a) Search in encoded space.

(b) Search in direct representation space.

Fig. 6: New instances generated by searching from random start locations. The
search aims to increase the number of binding constraints at the optimal point
while improving diversity of the total fractionality feature.

straint coefficients. Further operators alter the objective coefficients and constraint
bounds by scaling individual values. Any infeasible or unbounded instances are rejected as search candidates, as we aim to compare search effectiveness between the
two approaches within the class of feasible, bounded problems. Search proceeds in
a greedy local manner by generating a random neighbour at each step and accepting it only if it improves the target metric (distance to a target point in feature
space). Each search starts at a random instance and is run for 1000 steps.
Figure 5 shows new instances generated by searching towards target points in
the upper left quadrant of the space. It is clear that search in the constructor space
is much more effective for this application. Successive local modifications to the
solution encoding, which maintain feasibility and boundedness, can slowly converge over time to produce instances which are very rarely reached by the random
generation method. Search in the direct representational space tends to frequently
produce infeasible or unbounded instances, and stalls from many starting points.
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(a) Primal simplex to solve LP.

(b) Dual simplex to solve LP.

(c) Barrier algorithm to solve LP.

(d) Simplex iterations per branch variable.

Fig. 7: New instances generated by searching in encoded space to increase an
algorithm difficulty metric.

Allowing the search to generate infeasible instances, which are later recovered
from, or applying repair heuristics to generated neighbours, could improve this
behaviour. However, both approaches are likely to be much more computationally
intensive or introduce biases.
Figure 6 shows new instances generated by searching for instances with more
binding constraints and higher fractionality. We observe that search cannot overcome the deficiencies resulting from using a direct representation of LP data.
Searching in the encoded space, however, can freely manipulate these features to
reach a target point.
These results indicate that the constructor framework significantly improves
our ability to control the distribution of relaxation features in the instance set.
Moreover, deficiencies in diversity introduced by the encoded representation for
other features can be effectively overcome using search. The combination of techniques is clearly more effective than attempting to apply search algorithms to
overcome lack of diversity resulting from simple random generation.
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6.2 Performance Space
While the generated instances are diverse in the feature classes we measure, performance metrics indicate that they may not be particularly difficult to solve. Figure 7
shows instances generated using the same size-independent generation parameters
and uniformly distributed in size between 10 and 100 variables and constraints.
Search is also applied in the encoded space to produce instances which are more
challenging by a given performance metric. Each search begins at the hardest to
solve generated instance in a given instance size range, and proceeds for 200 steps.
At each step, the neighbouring instance is accepted if it takes more iterations for
the target algorithm to complete. New instances are generated which are harder
for primal and dual simplex algorithms to solve from scratch, and which are harder
for branch reoptimisations.
Instance space search is able to produce harder instances than those produced
by the generator for each algorithm tested. This indicates that the instances produced by the initial generation runs do not challenge the target algorithms sufficiently. Furthermore, if the feature set used to motivate the generator algorithm
design contained good predictors of algorithm performance, we should expect a
reasonable number of difficult instances to appear by generating instances with diverse features. Therefore it is likely that the feature set can be improved to better
predict algorithm performance.

7 Conclusion
This paper proposes an instance generation framework which is applied to produce LP instances with controllable properties. In particular, the algorithm we
develop varies features relevant to MIP experimentation. We have demonstrated
that the generator is theoretically capable of producing any feasible bounded LP,
given the right parameter choices. Local search methods can then be applied to
generate instances with characteristics which are rarely produced by the generator,
or are more difficult to solve. This work should be viewed as a first step towards
generating diverse MIP instances which vary features relevant to recent work on
algorithm selection and runtime prediction. The long term goal is to use synthetic
data to augment real world test sets for experimental work in this domain, with
the objective of enhancing insights into MIP solver strengths and weaknesses.
Of course, the framework defined in this paper can be applied to generate
instances for specific optimisation problems as well, restricting the types of constraints considered. By defining an appropriate constructor, an alternative encoding for a problem space can be introduced to restrict generation and search to a
specific problem class. Design of a generator for instances in this encoding should
then aim to produce feature variation appropriate to the instance class. In future
work we will be applying these ideas to generate new test instances for specific
combinatorial optimisation problems, as well as MIP.
Prior to extending the work in these directions however, there are a number of
limitations that will need to be addressed. Although local search performed well for
the search targets considered here, it is likely that achieving more complex instance
characteristics will require global search or evolutionary algorithms. Designing
operators for such algorithms will be significantly easier using the encoded LP
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form. For evolutionary algorithms, for example, a row or column crossover scheme
can maintain the constructor language invariant and hence reliably generate child
instances of the target class. A similar approach applied to the original instance
representation would likely require repair heuristics to maintain feasibility and
boundedness of the generated children.
The effects of representation redundancy in the encoding space may need to
be considered when developing further search algorithms. Further analysis will
be required to understand the conditions where this occurs and what impact the
imbalance has on the search procedure. An algorithm to produce alternative encodings may be required to transition between alternative representations in order to
maintain search consistency. The resulting convergence of these search strategies,
dependent on both the operator set and objective function, is an open problem
for further theoretical analysis.
Finally, while the random generator is able to produce diverse instances with
regard to the features considered, it is not yet sufficient to produce very challenging instances. This implies that alternative features need to be considered in
the generator design in order to produce the range of data required to find instances which are difficult to solve. The challenge here is to devise suitable new
features that adequately capture what makes MIP, or any optimisation problem,
challenging for different solvers or tricks employed by solvers.
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